====Office Talk====
Intro:
Dynocorp makes everything. In the distant present of the year 2020 Dynocorp are the
biggest company in the world, there is no industry they aren't a part of,there are
almost no products or services that citizens can buy that aren't a part of the
Dynocorp dynasty. You are an insignificant cog in the corporate machine
On floor -33 things can get interesting but you have a job to do and you don't want
to get fired. Dynocorp will go to some extraordinary and sketchy lengths to
protect their intellectual property
===================================================================================
Rules:
To generate your character roll a d6 for your Skill and Department the GM will roll
a d6 for the Days’ Work and the Monday twist. The game is completed when the
players complete their work for the day. Each player has 3 HP that is reduced when
they take damage. When an action is performed a level of difficulty is determined
by the GM the player must then roll a die. Lower than the required difficulty is a
failure. Higher than the difficulty is a success. Equalling the difficulty is a
partial success (consisting of part of a success and a price to pay for it).If you
are trying to succeed on an action related to your skill then you can roll twice
and use the highest number. Each player also starts the day with a coffee in their
system. A coffee can be used to regain a hit point or gain a die on a skill check.
===================================================================================
Skills:
1-Synergy - Take two things and make them into one not that much better thing
2-Water cooler conversation - Gain intel and disseminate information
3-Turn it off and on - Technology master
4-Fire Evacuation Steward - Command people with the help of your trusty jacket
5-First aid marshall - First aid kit and the ability to use your surroundings to
construct medical aid
6-Busy work - No one will bother you when you have a clipboard
===================================================================================
Department:
1-R&D
2-Marketing
3-HR
4-Finance
5-IT
6-Logistics
===================================================================================
Days’ Work (Objectives):
1-Give your manager your quarterly reports
2-The water cooler needs changing
3-Photocopy the daily billings
4-Deborahs birthday party needs planning
5-Collect everyones lunch orders
6-Attend the cross department monthly mega meeting
===================================================================================
You forgot it's Monday (Shocking Twist):
1-Biological experiment X-1453 has escaped
2-Market Crash
3-Hackers are taking down the corporate mainframe
4-Corporate theft
5-Office Christmas Party
6-Downsizing

